
Adjustable kneeling chair

Peter Opsvik, 1991

Thatsit™



Introduction



Thatsit™ is the most advanced product in the Varier kneeling range. It 
features a wide seat and backrest for added comfort and support. 
Adjustable and versatile, this premium design allows for supreme sitting 
comfort, for people of all shapes and sizes. 



On the following pages, we have gathered available material to assist you 
in communicating Thatsit™ and all its unique benefits. All material is 
available to download in this campaign folder.

https://varier.filecamp.com/s/o/sE33UXJZ9UHA2dOI
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The chair



Thatsit™



Thatsit™ with a black lacquered 
ash base.

Thatsit™ is an advancement of the iconic Variable™. It is an 
ideal work chair for either the home or the office and is 
designed for seamless transitions between different 
positions.

Thatsit™



Thatsit™



With its concave backrest and curved wooden runners, 
Thatsit™ creates balance in all postures. Offering support 
when leaning back, and shin support when working at a 
table in front of you. Adjustable features allows you to find 
the setting that best supports you.

Thatsit™

Thatsit™ with a natural 
lacquered ash base.
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Features



Wide seat

A spacious seat, measuring 47 
cm wide. 

Winged arm rests

A place to relax your arm and 
relieve tension in shoulders.

Narrow back support

Adds to the possible sitting positions 
without restricting the freedom of 
movement for the upper body. 

Soft edges

The edges of the seat are rounded,  
which avoids cutting off blood to 
the legs.

Thatsit™Features



Adjustable shin rests

The shin cushions can be set 
closer or further apart from the 
seat.

Adjustable backrest

A simple mechanism allows the

user to adjust the height of the

backrest. 

Thatsit™Features

Adjustable seat

The lever under the seat adjusts 
the distance between the seat 
and the backrest.



Curved wooden runners

Made from beech and ash plywood. 
Flexible and strong, ensuring a sitting 
experience that is never static.

Concave back support

The curvature of the back rest 
allows for even deeper stretches, 
creating space in the chest area.

Thatsit™Features

Tilt stop

Lean back without worrying about 
tipping over. This wooden part will 
touch the ground before you do.
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Movement



Shin rests invite the whole body 
to participate. Use them to 
engage your feet and vary 
position.

Thatsit™



A slightly forward-tilted seat 
encourages a natural posture 
which relieves unwanted pressure 
while seated.


Thatsit™



The wingback is a perfect spot to 
rest your arms. The narrow design 
allows you to relax your shoulders 
and pull them back, creating a 
welcomed opening of the chest.


Thatsit™



You can even turn all the way 
around and lean your torso 
against the backrest for variation. 


Thatsit™
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The designer



Peter Opsvik is a Norwegian industrial designer born in 1939, 
trained at the Bergen College of Applied Art and the Norwegian 
State College of Applied Art in Oslo. Opsvik has worked as a 
freelance industrial designer since 1970, and currently has his 
own design studio in Oslo, where he works with his team 
focusing on product design as a mean for solving real-life 
problems. 



Throughout his career, Opsvik has attempted to overcome our 
stereotypical sitting habits with his unconventional seating 
solutions. With a playful and human starting point, his work is a 
display of how norms of sitting properly and sitting still can be 
broken.

Peter Opsvik

The designer
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Assets



Assets

Visit the Thatsit™ product page at 
www.varierfurniture.com and give the new product 
configurator a try. It allows you to view and 
showcase all possible variants of Thatsit™ . This is 
a great tool for use in-store, to visualise the 
different upholstery options available. 

Try the configurator

Product configurator

https://www.varierfurniture.com/thatsit/12501012111012


Assets

Product shots on both a gray and white 
background,  close-up’s and different angles are 
available to download.

Access the files here

Packshots

https://varier.filecamp.com/s/o/DVW6pxnEQvuI019i


A brief video in a studio setting showcasing the 
main features of the chair and possible 
interactions. 

Product video

Access the file here

Assets

https://varier.filecamp.com/s/o/MW8oCMoOLAhadCXF


Assets

Inspirational images of Thatsit™ in a range of 
beautiful home settings. 

Access the files here

Home images

https://varier.filecamp.com/s/o/7pp5amqlGjaDHf7W


Assets

A short video positioning Thatsit™ as an ultimate 
home office chair. 15 seconds long and available in 
two formats, the video is optimized for sharing on 
Instagram and Facebook.

4:5

9:16

Home video

View and download the film here

https://varier.filecamp.com/s/o/hBkEAWop6HwFrND5
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Specifications



Chair dimensions






Box dimensions 






Materials and colors 



Chair

Seat height

Weight




Box

Weight





Base



Fabric


56 x 92 x 93-103 cm (WDH)

51 cm

13.6 kg




19cm x82,5cm x 53,5cm cm (WDH)

14 kg





Natural or black lacquered ash



Revive, Reflect, Re-wool, Fiord 2, 
Melange Nap, Vidar 4, Divina 
Melange 3, Divina 3, Hallingdal 65, 
Noir+

Specifications

Thatsit™



Contact



Find all assets available to download on the Varier Brand Site 
www.brand.varierfurniture.com and follow us on Instagram 
for more inspiration @varierfurniture.



Do you have any questions or requests? Please do not 
hesitate to reach out to us at info@varierfurniture.com.

http://www.brand.varierfurniture.com
https://www.instagram.com/varierfurniture/



